Dear Prospective Liberal Studies major. As you know, it is required that you attend a workshop and receive a formal evaluation from our office prior to scheduling an appointment with an advisor.

Since Fall 2019 registration is already underway, we are providing you with this list of classes that you can select from in the meantime. These are classes that can be easily applied to our Interdisciplinary Studies Program, so do not hesitate to use this list as your guide.

NOTE: DO NOT TAKE MORE THAN ONE PER CATEGORY.

**Literature:** AAS 321, AFRS 344, AFRS 346, CHS 380, CHS 381, ENGL 300, ENGL 311, ENGL 316, ENGL 364, RS 310

**Cultural Studies:** AAS 345, AFRS 300, ANTH 315, COMS 356, ENGL 313, ENGL 333, GWS 340, QS 302, RS 378

**Intermediate/Advance Writing:** AFRS 350, ENGL 305, ENGL 406

**The Environment:** GEOG 316, SUST 300, URBS 310

**Science, Technology Culture:** ASTR 352, COMP 300, EOH 353, GEOL 300, HSCI 345, PHIL 330, PHYS 305/L

**Ethics:** JS 318, PHIL 349 (PHIL 305 or RS 361 are also acceptable substitutions for this requirement)

**Cultural Theories and Methodologies:** HUM 391